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INFORMATION OF
THE OMBUDSMAN FOR CHILDREN

prepared in relation to the list of issues prioľ to repoľting (LOIPR) for Poland

being drafted by the Committee on the Rights of the Child

on the implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child

l - Geneľal meäsuľes of imnlemenfafion of the Convention of the Riphfs of the Child and

ootional nrotocols to that Convention íarts. 4. 42 and 44^ nara.6\

ĺtem 18 - Information on ľeseľvations (formally submitted / raised) against the

Convention and its optional protocols, actions aimed at limiting

or withdrawing these ľeservations, and on ľeasons why these reservations were

submitted / aľe raĺsed:

. The Republic of Poland did not ľatify the 3'd optional Protocol to the

Convention on the Rights of the Child on a communications procedure.

The Pľotocol was signed by Poland on 30 September Ż013, but in oľder

foľ it to become part of the Polish legal system it must be ľatified. The

ratiťrcation of the Pľotocol by Poland will provide childľen under the

jurisdiction of Poland the option to use the intemational individual

complaints mechanism cľeated to ensure the protection of theiľ ľights

should mechanisms on a national level pľove ineffective. In the opinion

of the ombudsman for Children, adoption of the Pľotocol into the

Polish legal system will contľibute to strengthening the protection of
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childrens' rights in Poland and create a new institutional guarantee of

compliance with these rights.

Afteľ Poland signed the Protocol' the ombudsman for Children

made efforts to initiate the pľocedure aimed to ratiff the Pľotocol, filing

motions in this matteľ several times to those responsible for

coordinating this task: the Minister of National Education, the Ministeľ

of Labour and Social Policy' and the Pľime Ministeľ. In response to

subsequent motions filed by the ombudsman' the Ministeľ of Family,

Labour and Social Policy informed that theľe are no planned measuľes

aimed to pľepaľe the ľequest for thę ratiťrcation of the 3'd optional

Pľotocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child by Poland, that

this decision was made based on the analysis of the Protocol and

inteľpretations of the Convention on the Rights of the Child made by

the Committee on the Rights of the Child, and that discrepancies were

identified between these interpretations and Polish law, case law and

State policy.

The ombudsman for Childľen takes the view that Poland, as the

oľiginatoľ of the idea (proposed by the Polish ombudsman foľ

Children) to empoweľ the Committee on the Rights of the Child with

the ability to ľeceive and recognize complaints about children's rights

violations, should ratify the 3'd Optional Protocol on communications

proceduľe as Soon as possible.

optional Pľotocol to the Convention on the Rĺghts of Peľsons with

Disabilities

6 September 2017 maľked five yeaľs since Poland ľatified the

Convention on the Rights of Peľsons with Disabilities, however Poland

has yet to sign and ratify the Optional Protocol to the Convention

which stipulates that each individual who feels disadvantaged due to

the actions taken by public institutions contrary to its provisions may

apply for aid to the Committee on the Rights of Persons with

Disabilities. The Optional Protocol (Resolution A/RES/61/106)

establishes two additional mandates for the Committee: to receive and
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consider individual complaints as well as initiate investigations, if the

Committee ľeceives reliable information indicating grave oľ systematic

violations of the Convention.

At the Same time, formal conditions stipulated foľ the

submission of a communication must effectively pľotect the State Paľty

against unsubstantiated accusations or claims, as provided for in Aľticle

2 of the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of Persons

with Disabilities.

It must be notęd that the Convention is an act that puts strong

emphasis on the self-reliance and independence of peľSons with

disabilities and the nęed to cľeate opportunities foľ them to participate

in decision-making pľocesses. All these factors play an important role

in life, especially of the young generation. Childľen with disabilities

should be guaranteed the ability to fully exercise all theiľ human rights

and fundamental freedoms on equal terms with other children. The

need to ľatify the Pľotocol by Poland is dictated by the need to put

emphasis on the protection of the rights of persons with disabilities and

the rate at which these rights are implemented into social behaviours

thľough the control mechanism provided for in the Pľotocol.

item 19 _ Infoľmation:

o sub-item b - whetheľ the nationwide strategy foľ childľen and its
ĺmplementation plans were adopted and to what extent they vyere

ĺmplemented and examined; whether and ĺn what way they foľm part of

the general stľategy for gľowth and public policy; and whether and in

what way they are connected to otheľ specified stľategies oľ plans. In the

case of federal goveľnments: whetheľ programmes for children have

supľa-federal reach and, if so, what is theĺľ reach:

I )espite multiple appeals to establish and develop the

National Strategy to Combat Violence Against Children made by the

ombudsman for Children to the Prime Minister and specific Ministeľs,
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no nationwide strategy has been developed and adopted in the Polish

system. In the opinion of the ombudsman for Childľen, the

afoľementioned strategy is necessary and should include

a comprehensive appľoach aimed to prevent violence as well as support

childľen and pľotect them fľom violence in all forms: physical,

economic, sexual, peer and institutional violence. The Polish legislature

contains regulations that protect children' but pľotective measuľes to

this extent aľe scattered among many legal acts. The understanding of

the problem of violence against childľen is key to developing an

appropriate policy. Cuľrently, thęre aľe progľammes aimed to combat

specific forms of violence, but theľe is no strategy that would

compľehensively encompass violence in all of its forms as well as the

interdisciplinary approach of the repľesentatives of all services and

institutions to this extent. The strategy should clearly indicate the

State's prioľity in measures aimed to combat violence against children

and its development falls within the competencies of the goveľnment.

The Ombudsman emphasised that the key aspect in this regard is to

develop its objectives and cooľdinate measures' therefore it is necessary

to undertake interministerial and interinstitutional woľks. As a follow-

up to the appeal of the European Network of ombudsman for Childľen

(ENOC) and Ms Maľta Santos Pais, the ombudsman foľ Children

called for the establishment of a solid, comprehensive national agenda

for the pľevention and ľesponse to all forms of violence against

children.

Paľt 3. General princĺples (arts. 2.3. 6. 12)

o item 23 - Information on:

' sub-i'Úem" '|;::';T::,::'T::;;:"'l'", 
,he chi,d in c.u*

proceedings.

A child does not have full capacity to peľform legal acts and for

that reason cannot peľsonally exercise the ľights of the victim in court

pľoceedings. [n principle, when the victim is a child they are
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repľesented by their parents. However, in special cases, when the

peľSon suspected (accused) of committing an offence against the child

is one ofits paľents, the child cannot be ľepľesented by the other parent.

In this situation' a minor is ľepresented by a guaľdina appointed by the

guardianship couľt. In addition, it is necessary to note that the need to

appoint a guardian appears when there court has doubts whetheľ the

interests of paľents and children are aligned and, therefore, whether the

child's interest is at ľisk.

The ombudsman foľ Children notes with concem the

irľegularities in criminal proceedings where minors who are victims of

an offence committed by one oľ both of the paľents are ľepresented by

a guardian appointed by the guaľdianship couľt. In the opinion of the

ombudsman, these proceedings are excessively long. There aľe case

where the guardianship court appoints a guardian to ľepľesent a minor

after the criminal proceedings have been concluded, which diminishes the

protection of the rights of the child. In the opinion of the Ombudsman,

a motion to appoint a guardian ad litem must be made at the beginning

of pľe-trial proceedings. Howeveľ, there are no judicial solutions to this

extent on a statutoľy level' which results in a diveľse pľactice ofjudicial

bodies as regaľds the appointment of a guardian ad litem foľ a minor.

An issue pľesent in this ľegard is also the absence of legal

solutions that would guarantee professionalism in the perfoľmance of

duties related to the ľepresentation of a minoľ in pľoceedings by

a guaľdian ad litem. oftentimes individuals appointed as guaľdians of

a minor aľe individuals without knowledge regarding procedure in

cľiminal cases (e.g' employees of ľegistľies of courts, teachers), which

results in failure to take action in pľoceedings, failure to file motions

for evidence oľ failuľe to exhaust all ľemedies.

The ombudsman holds the view that in ordeľ to enhance the

pľotection of the rights and intęrests of the child it is necessary to

ensure that the child is ľepresented by a professiona - an attorney or

legal counsel - in all proceedings, including criminal and civil

proceedings, ľegardless of the degree of its complexity.
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It should be noted that in the majoľity of guardianship cases

where the best inteľests of the child are decided by the couľt there does

not exist any mechanism that would ensuľe the ľepresentation of the

child's best inteľests. The child is not represented by a guaľdian, who in

different kinds of pľoceedings supports the couľt in determining the

best interests of the child. The representation of the child in couľt by a

professional attorney-in-fact that would act in accordance with the

indications and wishes of the child is excluded as well.

In the opinion of the Ombudsman, in proceedings concerning

parental custody and intended to regularise the life situation of a minor,

the best inteľests of the child should be pľoperly repľesented. The

optimal foľm of this representation would be a pľofessioanl

repľesentative of the best interests of the child, i.e. a guardian.

Issue concerning the heaľing of a witness who is a

minor/vĺctim aged 15 and above.

It is necessary to positively assess changes introduced thus faľ to

the Code of Criminal Proceduľe, which guaľantee special protective

conditions when conducting a hearing with a minor (witness/victim)

who at the time oť the hearing is under 15 years of age, in cases

conceming crimes committed with the use of violence oľ an unlawful

thĺeat, sexual offences and offences with a sexual backgľound, and

crimes against the family and guaľdianship. The subject of criminal

pľoceedings may also be otheľ cľiminal offences which require that the

hearing oť a minoľ be conducted as paľt of the proceedings. However,

in the opinion of the Ombudsman for Children, it is not justified to treat

a child (victim/witness) under 15 years of age anđ a child aged 15 and

above differently in terms of pľocedure to be followed when

conducting a hearing. The mandatoľy pľesence of a psychologist,

a single heaľing or the possibility of holding the hearing in a specially

pľepared room should be the standard for all children involved in

cľiminal proceedings concerning all kinds of offences.
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In the opinion of the ombudsman foľ Children, it is also

necessary to introduce into the Polish legal system the guaľantee that

the hearing of a child in ľegaľd to all offences will be conducted only

once. Curľent procedural guarantees granted to the defendant in

criminal proceedings' resulting in the possibility of conducting anotheľ

hearing of the child are too far-reaching given that the priority is to

protect the well-being of the child.

The expansion of the list of peľsons that would havę the right to special

tľeatment duľing a heaľing, included in the foľm of recommendations in

the Altemative Repoľt of the ombudsman foľ Children from the

implementation of recommendations from the Committee on the Rights

of the Child at the {'IN' was submitted to the Chaiľman of the

Committee in July 2015.

sub_ĺtem d) - ľespect for the views of the child (art. 12):

l fssue concerning the guaľantee of ľespect foľ the rights of

the child in civĺl proceedings in cases concerning the chĺld.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Constitution of

the Republic of Poland and pľovisionls laid down in the Code of Civil

Pľoceduľe

and in the Act on Family Support and Fosteľ Care guarantee a minor

the ľight to be heard in cases that concern them. The child is a central

figure in cases under family and guaľdianship law. All procedural

activities related to hearing a child should be conductęd while

ľespecting their rights, in conditions that give the minor secuľity and

freedom of expľession. In recent yeaľS' positive changes weľe made in

Polish law as regards the implementation of the right of the child to be

heaľd in pľoceedings conducted by judicial authorities. Howeveľ, in the

opinion of the ombudsman for Childľen, provisions on hearing a child

in civil proceedings require creating regulations that would specify the

method, form and conditions of heaľing a child in civil pľoceedings.
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As regards administrative pľoceedings' provisions do not provide for

the form and conditions in which the hearing is to be conducted.

Minors being heaľd in civil pľoceedings' aS opposed to a child

testifying as a witness in criminal proceedings, do not clearly specifred

ľights and duties.

Paľt 4. Civic rĺghts and freedoms (arts. 7, 8 and 13 to 17)

item 28 - Infoľmation on:

o sub_item b) - pľeseruation of identity (art. 8):

r Issue concerning negligence in pľeseľving the natĺonal identity of

a child taken away abroad by local institutions.

The subject of numerous reports submitted to the Ombudsman for

Children is the issue of national identity of the child towaľds whom

foreign social services have intervened. In numerous letters addľessed

to the ombudsman for Children Polish citizens ľesiding abroad indicate

the negligence in preserving the national identity of a Polish child

removed fľom the custody of its parents. Stakeholders point out that' in

their opinion, foreign authoľities do not perform the obligation arising

fľom Articles 8 and 20 (3) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Meanwhile' puľSuant to pľovisions laid down in the afoľemęntioned

Convention, State Paľties aľe obligated to take actions aimed to respect

the ľight of the child to preserve his or her identity (i.e' nationality,

name' family relations), whereas when choosing appropľiate solutions

and placing the child outside the family environment they are obligated

to pay due regaľd to the desirability of continuity in a child's upbringing

and to the child's ethnic, religious, cultuľal and linguistic background.

The failuľe of foľeign state authoľities to the above ľegulations may lead

- in the opinion of individuals submitting repoľts - to their children

losing the sense of national identity, contact with the cultuľe and

traditions of their country of oľigin and, most of all, to the loss of the

ability to communicate in their native tongue.
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As examples of actions that have the afoľementioned effects

Polish parents indicate, among otheľs, the placement of children in

cultuľally foreign foster families' separation of siblings removed fľom

their family and theiľ placement in different foster families, limited

contact of a biological parent with the remove child (including as

regards the possibility of communicating in Polish), oľganisation of

meetings with the removed child only undeľ the supeľvision of officials

from local child care institutions, lack of opportunity for the child to

attenđ Polish language lessons, and negligence in the pľeservation of

the ľeligion in which the child was bľought up thus far (despite explicit

requests made by paľents to this extent).

In the opinion of the ombudsman' ęven when the ciľcumstances

of a given case require that the child be deprived of his or her family

environment - due to the best interests of the child, it is necessary to

provide him oľ her the opportunity to preserve the continuity in his oľ

her upbringing and his or her ethnic, religious, cultural and linguistic

identity, and most of all the opportunity to stay togetheľ with siblings

and maintain contact with parents, including in the child's native

tongue.

The ombudsman takes the view that state authoritięs should

undeľtake actions to guaľantee the ľight to preserve national identity to

the child removed fľom parental custody' in accordance with the

Convention on the Rights oťthe Child. Due to the limiteđ ability of the

ombudsman for Children to opeľate outside the terľitory of Poland, it is

the consular service that is responsible for providing assistance to

Polish citizens ľesiding abroad.

In light of the above, in the case of receiving a report fľom

a Polish citizen ľesiding abľoad, the ombudsman for Children fiľst

points out to the stakeholder the need to establish contact with a Polish

consular post.

Issue concerning the development of his or heľ own identiĘ

by the chĺld.
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The ľight of the child to develop his or her own biological

identity is a constitutional peľsonal right protected de lege lata by

Articles 30 and 7Ż of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland. This

means that this ľight can be claimed. Family law in foľcę in Poland is

based on the biological basis of kinship. The child has the right to be

fully informed about his or heľ origin' The process of deteľmining

genetic origin ľ laid down by the ĺaws and implemented mainly by

establishing maternity or paternity, but it also includes a negative

aspect, i.e. the option to question the existence of blood ľelations. The

specific natuľe of the aforementioned proceedings stems from the fact

that oftentimes doubts as to the biological origin of the child can be

removed only afteľ conducting biological tests.

Currently in Poland it is not mandatory to undergo genetic

tests. When samples aľe to be collected from a child under l3 yeaľs of

age oľ a legally incapacitated individual, it is necessaľy to obtain

consent fľom the statutory guardian. The absence of an obligation to

undeľgo genetic tests is often used by the defendant in cases concerning

the establishment or denial of paternity. There are situations when a

man who is not the husband of the child's mother has no interest in the

child's fate and, theľefore, in establishing that the child is his. There are

also cases where the child's mother does not give consent to conduct a

DNA test - foľ example in the case of a child from a marriage when

paľents are in conflict as to the origin of the child and, in the case of

unceľtainty, as to whether thę child was fathered by the mother's

husband. In certain cases evidence fľom the DNA test is often the only

evidence that allows to establish the child's origin, e.g. in cases

concerning the denial of paternity.

Polish law currently does not pľovide foľ any measuľe that

would enforce a couľt order to submit to a DNA test. It also does not

pľovide for any pľovision that diľectly regulates the consequences of

failure to comply with the said couľt ordeľ.

In the general address to the Minister of Justice, the

ombudsman for Children ľequested that legislative actions be

undertaken to amend the Code of Civil Procedure and the Family and
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Guaľdianship Code by establishing legal grounds for conducting DNA

tests in cases conceming the child's origin, in justified cases without

the ľequired consent of the individual being the subject of that test oľ a

person exercising paľental authority, iť this is in the best inteľest of the

child.

The Ombudsman's intervention did not yield any result.

sub-item f) pľivacy and image (aľt. 16):

. The Republic of Poland faces a problem of insuff,rcient

protection of the child's privacy and image in mass media and

commercials. It must be pointed out that image is one of personality

rights pľotected by law. Peľsonality rights of a human being, in

particular health' freedom, dignity' freedom of conscience' Sumame oľ

pseudonym, image, secrecy of correspondence, inviolability of home,

and scientific, artistic, inventor's and rationalizing achievements, shall

be protected under civil law ľegardless of protection provided for in

other ľegulations. The right to privacy is protected by pľovisions of the

Constitution of the Republic of Poland and the Convention on the

Rights of the Child.

In light of the law, childręn do not have full capacity to perform

acts in law, therefore the obligation to care for their well-being until

they become of age has been entrusted by the legislator to paľents oľ

otheľ legal guaľdians. Parents raise a child under their parental

authoriý and guide him or heľ as well as are obligated to care for his

oľ her physicaĺ and spiritual development of the chiĺd and duĺy prepare

him oľ her to woľk for the good of the community accoľdingly to his or

her talents (art. 96 of the Family and Guaľdianship Code). According

to the law, prior to the publication of a child's image, for example in the

papeľ' the editor must obtain consent fľom a paľent prior to publishing

the image pľesenting the child.
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The dęcision to make the image of a minor public is made by his

oľ her parents. However, theľe are also cases where a paľent does not

always act in the best interest oťtheir own child'

Cuľľent and important issues to which the ombudsman for

Childľen draws attention include:

- insufficięnt respect for the right to pľivacy of the child' including the

child placed in foster care. oftentimes foster families oľ educational

care facilities publish photogľaphs of charges undeľ their care and otheľ

data enabling identification of the child on their websites and social

media pľofiles;

- paľticipation of children in various kinds of media endeavours. It

needs to be stľessed that young individuals, due to their mental

immaturity, is paľticularly vulnerable to the actions of adults who -
guided by Íinancial interest, desire to gain publicity or theiľ own

ambitions - engage children in various kinds oť endeavours that may

thľeaten the proper physical and mental development of the child (e'g.

small miss competitions, various kinds of talent shows, media

broadcasts showing child abuse). Children are a particulaľly sensitive

group of consumers that pľocesses adverting in a direct way _ often as

ľeal. The youngest have a ľeduced level of criticism towaľds

advertisements, aľe veľy vulneľable to models of behaviours conveyed

in them and, most importantly, do not have sufficient ability to defend

themselves against aggresive advertising. It is sometimes the case that

adveľtising preys on the credulity and inexperience of the youngest. Foľ

these reasons' it is paľticularly important to view a child aS a

paľticularly vulneľable consumer that requiľes special protection against

the negative consequences of advertising. The participation of children

in advertising is a separate issue. Children that paľticipate in advertising

aľe often exposed to criticism and ľidicule, which in turn constitutes a

thľeat to their mental development' When consenting to the child's

paľticipation in adveľtisements, parents oľ guardians are not always able

to identify and foresee all consequences of such paľticipation. When

considering the aforementioned aspects, it is necessary to always place
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the child's dignity and subjectivity first. The youngest, as a group

paľticularly vulneľable to exploitation and often deprived of the ability

to effectively pľotect themselves, should be protected under law in a

special way.

It is worth to add that Polish legislature in many of the situations

cited above does not keep up with the actual needs to pľotect the best

interests of the child and does not fully protect the well-being of

children. Therefore, there is a need to conduct an in-depth analysis of

the problem and adapt the set of legal instruments in a way that will

effectively pľotect the youngest. The ombudsman appealed in this

matteľ to the Ministeľ of Cultuľe and National Heľitage as the

competent authoľity. The appeal was left unanswered despite

a remindeľ sent in this matter.

Paľt 6. Famĺly environment and alteľnative care íarts.5.9 to 11. 18.1 and 18.2.20.21.

25 and27.4\

o item 32 _ lnfoľmation on:

o subłtem c) - separaTä":::::::j;" 
::;;":'[.]] .,*.-

does not faciiitate efficient and quick examination of family cases. In

the opinion of the ombudsman, it is appropľiate to amend provisions so

as to restore the autonomy of family courts and mandatoľy existence of

family depaľtments in ľegional couľts, and to establish such

departments in distľict couľts, thus ľestoring the two-instance family

court system. The is no doubt that apart from the knowledge of law,

making decisions in matters concerning family, children and minors

requires considerable professional and life expeľience as well as

extensive knowledge in the ťleld of ethics, psychology, child

psychology, sociology and pedagogy. It requires special pľeparation

and specialisation in family law.

Issue conceľning the excessive duration of court

proceedings.
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In Poland, the excessive duration of couľt proceedings still

ľemains to be an issue. The aforementioned excęssive duľation and

insufficiently intensive monitoring of the child's situation as ľegaľds

education and guardianship results in prolonged separation fľom his or

her parent. It is necessary to mention that there aľe no regulations on

the enforcement procedure in family and guaľdianship cases. This

results in significantly lower effectiveness in the implementation of

couľt decisions and incomplete protection of the ľights of the child to

that extent. The analysis of enforcement pľoceduľes carľied out in

couľts in family and guaľdianship cases indicates that in many cases

guardian supervision is in place even for seveľal years' while at the

same time there is no reaction fľom the ťamily court. There is ań

absence of appľopriate orders issued by the couľt, which directly

thľeatens the harmonious development of the child in an appľopľiate

education and caľe enviľonment.

Issue conceľning respect for the right of the child to

be ľaised by both paľents.

The phenomenon of the so-called paľental child abductions,

which violates the right of the child to bę raised by both parents, has

been occurring with increased frequency in Poland. Parents tľeat them

as a method in the fight foľ parental authoľity over the child'

When both parents have ful paľental authoľity and one of them

change the child's place of residęnce without obtaining the other

parent's consent, they hinder or prevent the otheľ paľent's contact with

the child and aľe not subject to any penal sanctions for this type of

behaviouľ. The phenomenon of paľetnal child abductions must be

assessed in an even moľe negative light, consideľing that the

efťectiveness of enfoľcing the ľight of the child to have contact with

both parents in Poland is low. The ľeasons for such state of affaiľs aľe,

in particular: excessive duration of court proceedings and not giving

priority to this kind of cases.

Legal tools introduced into the Polish legal ordeľ in the form of

separate regulations on exercising contact with the child are in the
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opinion of the ombudsman for Children insufficient and pľoved

ineťfective in practice. It is necessary to supplement these regulations.

The ombudsman for Children drafted a pľoposal of amendments to the

cľiminal law, i.e' the criminalisation of this type of behaviouľ' The

ombudsman submitted the proposal to the Pľesident of the Republic of

Poland, Andrzej Duda, with a request to take legislative action.

o sub_ĺtem f) - childľen deprived of theiľ family envĺľonment (art. 20):

l |ssue conceľnĺng fosteľ care.

Poland still stľuggles with the problem of insufficient

cooperation between institutions obligated to provide assistance to

families. This makes it moľe difficult to identify individual needs of the

child and make accurate decisions as to his oľ heľ fate. Decisions to

place the child outside the biological family are a means of last resort

and should be preceded by exhausting all possible means of assistance.

When the child is placed in foster care, it is necessary to

continue to monitor his or her biological family and offer

comprehensive assistance in oveľcoming difficulties, including by

raising their child-rearing competencies. Appľopriate assistance

pľovided by a family assistant, social workeľ' ęducational

ęstablishment, educational care facility, psychological and educational

counselling centre or a non-governmental organisation will help parents

and guardians to properly perform their child-ľeaľing responsibilities.

Too rarely courts obligate paľents to attend child-rearing competency

workshops and family therapy.

Afteľ placing the child in foster caľe, family courts do not have

sufficient control over assistance pľovided to the family and its effects.

In addition, the legal situation of many chilđľen placed in foster care

for a longer period of time is not regulated. In the opinion of the

ombudsman ťor Children, it is necęssary to assess the effects of the

introduced legal regulation that introduces the obligation to initiate
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proceedings conceming parental authority in regarđ to the child placed

in foster care for longeľ than 18 months.

In addition, in the opinion of the Ombudsman for Children, the

development of family fosteľ caľe is too slow' as neaľly 1l4 of minors is

placed in institutional fosteľ care' Studięs conducted by the

ombudsman for Childľen indicate that there is an issue with the

practice of decisions issued by family courts, which place children

undeľ the age of 10 yeaľs in institutional fosteľ care contrary to

regulations in foľce.

The reasons for this state of affaiľs should be sought foľ example

in low financial outlays of the State on family foster care, which result

in an insufficient availability of family foster care.

Ensuľing the safety of childľen placed in foster caľe entails the

need to subject candidates for foster paľents and employees

childľeaľeľs _ of institutional care facilities to ľeliable psychological

tests. opinions on candidates should be based on an in-depth inteľview,

including a community interview. It is also necessary to introduce a

tľaining programme and supplement it with mandatory specialist classes

on woľking with an abused child. It is appropriate to harmonise the

organisation of training conducted by various entities.

Assistance provided to fosteľ care charges to become

independent, in particulaľ by ensuring appropriate housing conditions,

is not provided in the pľoper way, which is why many foster care

charges who are becoming independent and are not continuing their

education ľeturn to theiľ biological families.

The Ombudsman for Children receives signals that (institutional

and family) foster caľe facilities limit the contact of childľen placed

theľe with their biological family and close relatives. Children aľę

subjected to the punishment of having their right to contact their family

taken away.

Issue concerning the real access of childľen and parents to

specialised facilities and comprehensive specialised assistance.
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The Family and Guaľdianship Code as well as pľovisions laid

down in other acts impose na obligation to cooperate with facilities and

specialists pľoviding family theľapy, counselling' mediation services oľ

other appropriate forms of assistance to the family on the family judge.

If the best interests of the child aľe threatened, the guaľdianship court

may impose in parents and a minor an obligation to paľticipate in a

specific procedure, in paľticular to work with a family assistant,

participate in otheľ forms of woľk with the family, refer a minor in a

daytime suppoľt centre, as laid down in provisions on family support

and foster caľe system' or refer parents to a facility or specialist

pľoviding family theľapy, counselling oľ other forms of appropriate

assistance, while at the same time indicating how compliance with thę

issued orders will be monitoľed. Psychological/therapeutic counselling

is implemented thľough the pľocesses of diagnosing problems occuring

within the family, preventative measuľes and therapy, including family

theľapy. oftentimes parents themselves seek specialiseđ suppoľt and

counselling to ľesolve problems that appear in family life.

Against the background of cases examined by the Ombudsman

for Children appeared an issue concerning access to specialised

assistance provided to the family, guaranteed by law.

often ťamilies face complex and complicated pľoblems that

require cooperation between specialists in various fields. Meanwhile

facilities obligated to suppoľt the family have at their disposal only a

specialist in one of the fields.

In addition, theľe is an issue with payment foľ the provided

specialised assistance. The fear of having to pay fees significantly

ľeduces the parents' motivation to start therapy, use counselling oľ

other foľm of assistance.

In oľdeľ to be ľeal and effective, specialised assistance pľovided

to children and parents should be pľovided foľ freę, available at the

family's place of residence, provided as soon as possible, professional

and should ensuľe access to specialists in various f,relds _ educational

counsellors, psychologists, psychotherapists, family therapists,

depending on the family's needs.
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The achievement of afoľementioned goals entails the need to

expand the structure of facilities to which guardianship court can send

paľents and childľen, including the need to ensure an adequate number

of specialised staff and funds to ensuľe that facilities can operate

properly. It is also necessary to conduct a systemic analysis of access to

this kind of facilities nationwide and verify it on a periodic basis. This

would allow to estimate the scale of and ľeasons ťor limitations in the

access of families to appropriate foľms of assistance'

o sub-item h - adoption (domestic and international) (art. 21):

r |ssue conc€ľning the operation ofadoption centľes.

The ombudsman for Children ľeceives signals about issues

concerning the opeľation of adoption centres and the pľoper fulfilłment

of their duties imposed by the Act of 9 June 20lI
on Family Support and Foster Care System by these centres.

Due to the too general nature of pľovisions laid down in the

afoľementioned Act, it is the ombudsman for Children's opinion that it

is necessary to formally implement "Standards for the performance of

duties by adoption centres'' developed by the ombudsman foľ Children,

which define uniform rules and a model of operation for adoption

centres, so as to ensure that duties entľusted to those centres are

performed correctly and with due quality. Standards should have the

form of guidelines and pointeľs for adoption centres as well aS serve as

guidance in the execution of the adoption procedings. Undoubtedly the

implementation of uniťorm standards of opeľation foľ centres will help

a child who has been placed in foster care and submitted to the

adoption centre find a family, guarantee him oľ her a life with a

properly functioning adoptive family, satify his or her mental, physical,

social, moral and spiritual needs that shape his oľ her identity and

guarantee propeľ development by appropľiately matching him or her

with adoptive parents. These standards should also help candidates for

adoptive paľents to make a conscious decision whethęr to adopt a child
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and provide professional assistance to the family in the post-adoption

period.

Issues concerning inteľnational adoption.

The institution of adoption has been regulated in Polish law in

only several articles of the Family and Guardianship Code. Therefore,

theľe aľe no detailed regulations on the pľinciples and proceduľe for

conducting international adoption, couľt supervision oveľ the pľocess of

establishing ľelations between the child and candidates foľ paľents, and

the ľepresentation of the child in adoption pľocedings' Having ľegard to

the above, in the opinion of the ombudsman for Childľen it is

necessary to immediately start legislative works to regulated the

aforementioned issue.

o sub_item i) - ĺtlicit transfeľ and non-return of childľen abľoad (aľt. 11):

' An majoľ issue - in the opinion of the ombudsman for Children

- continues to be low social awaľeness ľegaľding the functioning of

the Convention on the Civil Aspects of Intemational Child Abduction

drawn up in 1980 in Hague (heľeinafter referred to as the "Hague

Convention"). Parents still do not have sufficient knowledge

regarding consequences ľelated to taking a minor abroad without

obtaining the consent of the otheľ parent. This results in an increased

numbeľ of court proceedings initiated on the basis of the

afoľementioned act of international law.

It is woľth noting that the legal instrument that applies to cases

concerning ľelations between EU Member States - and supplementing

to this extent legal ľegulations laid down in the Hague Convention - is
Council Regulation (EC) No Ż20112003 of 27 November 2003

concerning jurisdiction and the recognition and enťorcement of
judgments in matrimonial matters and thę matters of parental

responsibility, repealing Regulation (EC) No 134712000 (hereinafter
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refeľľed to as "Regulation Brussels II bis''). Both afoľementioned legal

acts are intended to prevent cross-boľder child abductions, wheľeas if
such abductions occur - to ensure the fastest possible return of the child

to his or heľ curľent place ofresidence.

The ombudsman for Children noted that paľents often treat the

aľbitľary decision to move the child abroad without the consent and

knowledge of the other parents as a way of fighting to be assigned

parental authority over the child. In a situation when both parents have

full paľental authoľity and one of thęm changes the child's place of

residence without the consent of the other parent, significantly

hindering oľ even preventing contact with the child, they consciously

weaken emotional bonds between the child and the otheľ parent.

In the opinion of the ombuđsman, the phenomenon described

above is contľary to the best inteľests of the child and, in many cases'

has a negative impact on his or her future life and development.

Therefore' appropriate measuľes need to be taken to ľaise legal

awaľeness among parents to the aforementioned extent.

The Ombudsman for Children positively assesses the adoption

of the Act on the Peľformance of Certain Tasks of the Central Authority

for Family Matters Related to Legal Transactions under EU Law and

International Agreements by the Sejm of the Republic of Poland on 26

Januay 20l8' which will enter into foľce as of 27 August 2018.

The afoľesaid Act addresses numerous postulates of the

ombudsman for Children, submitted foľ nearly l0 yeaľs. one of them

was to ľestore the possibility of appealing ťrnal decisions of the

Supľeme Couľt issued based on ľegulations laid down in the Hague

Convention. The introduction of judicial control of the Supreme Couľt

in ľęlation to decision issued on the basis of the aforesaid Convention is

a dęsired and perfectly legitimate solution that will allow to eliminate

defective court decisions from legal transactions.
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Anotheľ postulate of the ombudsman for Children that was

reflected in the aforementioned Act was departuľe from the immediate

enfoľceability of decisions issued by the couľt of first instance in cases

under the Hague Convention. Owing to the above, decisions issued on

the basis of the Convention will be eťfective and enfoľceable only afteľ

they become ťlnal.

In addition' new provisions entľust the examination of cases

undeľ the Hague Convention to distľict courts of írrst instance seated in

the municipality wheľe the couľt of appeals is seated. on the other

hand, the appeal body shall be the Court of Appeals in Warsaw. This

solution is intended to have a positive effect on the efficiency of
pľoceedings and improve their quality, ensuring the unity of case law in

these cases. The introduction of a six-week period duľing which courts

are to close the case will also contľibute to the quick examination of this

type of cases. Notably, the six-week period applies to each instance

sepaľately, which decisively dispels any inteľpľetative doubts to this

extent.

At present it is dfficuĺt to assess how provisions laid down in

the aforesaid Act will affect the course of court proceedings in cąses

concerning the reĺeąse of a child undeľ the Hague Convention.

Paľt 7. Disabilitv. prĺmarv health caľe (aľticles 6.3.23.24.26.27.1 to 27.3. and 33)

o item 34 - Infoľmation on respect for the rĺghts of childľen with disabilities

and measuľes taken to ensuľe respect for theiľ dignity, independence and active

paľticipation in socĺal life through access to all seľvĺce, means of transport

and institutions, in particular to education and cultuľal life:

Disability deteľminatĺon system

Legislature curľently in foľce provides foľ a distinction between

the assessment of the health condition of minoľs undęr 16 years of age

and minoľs aged 16 and above. In order for the guardian of a child with

disabilities to ľeceive state aid, i.e. a carer's allowance, they must quit
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their job and the child must require fullłime or long-term caľe and the

careľ must paľticipate in the child's treatment, rehabilitation and

education.

After the child turns 16 years of age, the degree of his oľ her disability

is determined (as mild, moderate oľ severe).

Inability to lead an independent life of inviduals aged 16 and

above means that they aľe physically impaiľed to a degľee that prevents

them ťrom satisfying theiľ basic needs, which primarily include self-

caľe, mobility and communication, without the assistance of otheľs. It is

important to note that ľegulations in force do not contain a definition of

inability to lead an independent life of individuals under 16 years of

age, therefore the same principles apply to them as well. In the opinion

of the ombudsman, in order to declaľe an individual undeľ 1ó yeaľs of

age as an individual with seľevely limited ability to lead an independent

life it is necessaľy to take into account moľe than just their ability to

independently peľform basic day-to-day tasks' It is necessary to

compľehensively ľegulate this issue, taking into consideration the type

of medical condition and the specific level of mental and physical

development of the individual (ability to assess the consequences of

actions, ability to undeľstand the legitimacy of limitations in day-to-day

life, etc')' The non-uniformity of decisions issued by bodies authoľised

to determine the disability of minoľs continues to be a pľoblem in

Poland. Diffeľent classif,rcation of the same condition by individual

bodies results in cases concerning disability being bľought before the

couľts. The ombudsman bľought the pľoblem consisting in the absence

of expeľt witnesses at the stage of pľoceedings concerning the

determination of disability to the attention of state authorities on two

sepaľate occassions - in 2016 and Ż0I7. The ombudsman pointed out

that there is an insufficient number of expert witnesses, the wait times

foľ examination aľe excessively long and theľe is an insufficient number

of specific specialists. The above results in the excessive duration of

court proceedings.
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Another impoľtant pľoblem are repetitive situations related to

the need to undergo the "long appeal process" multiple times due to the

disability being determined as temporary. In practice, it means a

situation where upon obtaining an appropriate determination of

disability thľough court proceedings, bodies making a determination of

disability when thę next application is submitted continue to refuse to

make indications that would guarantee a caľer's allowance and careľs of

children are foľced to once again go through the entire appeal

pľoceduľe. The multidiľectional nature of case law entails the need to

undergo numerous examinations, multiply medical documentation and

wait foľ - usually distant _ examination appointment dates. Taking into

account the appeal pľocedure, the path to obtaining a lrnal decision that

grants the ľight to specific benefits can be significantly longeľ. Being

kept in unceľtainty causes many problems the consequences of which

aľe appaľent in complaints submitted to the ombudsman.

o item 35 - Infoľmation on:

o sub-item b) health and health care seľvices, especially primary health care

services (art.24)z

. Access to medical specialists

The ombudsman foľ Children has identif,red a serious problem

conceľning the access of chilđren to specialist outpatient treatment - in

the context of waiting times for a visit and to ľeceive treatment. Data

for 2017 indicatęs that aveľage waiting time (in months) for a visit in

Ż0l7 was aS follows: to a neonatologist _ 0.3; to a pediatric

otolaryngologist _ 0.9; to a pediatric surgeon - |.2; to a pediatľic

neurologist - 3.1; to a pediatric ophthalmologist - 3.8; to a pediatric

urologist _ 4.8; to a pediatľic ľheumatologist - 5.3; to a pediatric

cardiologist - 5.l; to an orthodontist - 9.5. Paľticularly

disadvantageous was the limited access to health caľe services

dedicated to children in the field of neonatology, cardiology and

ophthalmology' as several month long waiting time foľ a visit and

consultation with a medical specialist may lead to signiťrcant negative
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changes in the child's health condition - this is paľticularly true for

the youngest ones.

The Polish health caľe system is structured in such a way

that specialist outpatient seľvices financed from public funds are

provided _ with the exception of emeľgencies - on the basis of

a referľal from a health insurance physician, which was intended by

the legislator to directly contribute to shorter waitlists for a specific

type of these services (due to pľior veľification of the patient's health

condition by a geneľal pľacticioneľ and in thę case of children _

a paediatrician, and assessment whether the patient ľequires specialist

treatment). Access to these services is affected by several factors.

In the opinion of the Ombudsman, the most important of them

include: the number oť medical facilities that pľovide specialist

outpatient seľvices ťlnanced from public funds; the level of financing

for specialist outpatient seľvices by the public payer; the numbęr of

medical specialists in speciťlc ťrelds of pediatric medicine.

I Issue concerning tooth decay

In Poland, the peľcentage of children sufferľing fľom tooth

decay and malocclusion still ľemains very high (over 80% depending

on the age of the child). The access of minors to dental caľe is limited.

For yeaľs now the ombudsman foľ Childľen has been calling on state

authorities to urgently establish the Stľategy ťor Combating Tooth

Decay in Children, pointing out the need to intľoduce

a compľehensive state policy on children's dental health that includes

effective prevention and impľoved access to dental caľe services.

Measures taken in the last 2 years are assessed by the Ombudsman, in

general, as positive, including the classification of certain dental care

services as financed ťľom public funds' woľk on thę draft Act on

Health Care for Childręn. Unfortunately, these measuľes aľe

insufficient to reverse the situation or even halt its progress.
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o sub-item c) measures to address major health pľoblems, promote physical

and mental health as well as the well-being of children, and measures to

prevent infections and non-infectious diseases:

r Ęospital-acquired infections

The scale of hospital infections is a majoľ pľoblem in Poland'

In the opinion oť thę ombudsman, this issue must be the subject of

intensiťred measures taken by authorities ľesponsible for health

security. At present, a nationwide epidemic of drug-ľesistant strains of

Klebsiella Pneumoniąe bacteria is undeľ observation' In 2017' State

Sanitary Inspection authorities received repoľts of 84 outbreaks of

hospital-acquiľed infections caused by Klebsieĺla pneumorzlae NDM

(87 peľsons were confirmed as infected' asymptomatic colonisation was

confirmd in 391 persons). The emergence of bacterial strains with

a higheľ or even total resistance to available antibiotics in Polish

hospitals is a serious challenge. In May 2018, the Supľeme Audit ofťrce

(heľeinafter ľeferred to as "SAo'') published ľesults fľom the

verification of the issue of hospital-acquired infections.ĺ An incľeased

number of patients diagnosed with hospital-acquired infections

incľeased in audited hospitals by 8.5oÁ, despite the fact that the numbeľ

of all patients hospitalised in the same period declined by 1.9%. Apart

fľom the increase in infection with drug-ľesistant Klebsiella

Pneumoniae NDM(+) bacteria, the SAo also pointed out that anotheľ

major problem in Polish hospitals is sepsis (septicaemia). The high

level of infections stems from the lack of specialist medical personnel

(Poland places last among European countľies in teľms of practicing

medical specialists in the field of microbiology - bacteľiology; theľe is

also an insuff,rcient numbeľ of infection control nurses)' According to

dataŻ,400 patients in 2015 and 1,034 patients in 2016 died in inpatient

hospitals duę to hospital-acquiľed infections.

l publication: Information on audit ľesults: Infections in health care entities KZD.430.00 l.20 l8
2 National Centre for Health Information Systems
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Dľamatic sĺtuation ĺn child and adolescent psychiatry

In Poland, the percentage of children and adolescents exhibiting

mental impairments to a degree that would require professional

assistance is minimum 9%, which means that approximately 630,000

childľen and adolescents under 18 years of age require help from

psychiatľic and psychological health care system. Current situation

in psychiatric health care is the ľesult of many yeaľs oť stagnation in

undeľtaking measures to solve pľoblems in this area of health care in

Poland.

At present, the biggest issues include:

a) Insufficient number of medical specialists in the field of child

and adolescent psychiatry in relation to curľent needs: The

numbeľ of pľacticing chilđ and adolescent psychiatľists totals

408 psychiatľists (as at 30.04.Ż018). The outflow of young

pľofessionals - due to haľd working conditions and low pay - is
cleaľly noticeable' Inteľest in specialising in child and

adolescent psychiatry is cuľrently low, despite the availability of

training positions. The number of tľaining positions continues to

be higher than the number of applicants despite this

specialisation being declared a pľiority specialisation by the

Ministry of Health (since 2013).

b) Limited access (both in ľegard to time and teľritory) to health

caľe seľvices in the f,reld of child and adolescent psychiatry.

In recent yeaľS' access to outpatient psychiatľic caľe for children

and adolescents has slightly improved only in certain large cities

(with training centľes and a higher number of specialists). In

other regions of Poland, the time that a child has to wait for his

oľ heľ first visit with a psychiatrist anďor psychologist at a

mental health centľe can be even up to sęveral months oľ even

longeľ foľ a visit with a psychotherapist. The waiting time for

admitting a child foľ inpatient treatment (at a hospital) is

approximately I to 3 or more months.
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Health care entities providing psychiatľic care Servlces

for children and adolescents are unevenly distributed in terms of

terľitory (often in cities or largeľ agglomerations). A paľt of

hospitalisations in psychiatľic hospitals results fľom the lack of

ability to provide easily accessible and coordinated outpatient

health care and indirect forms of caľe (e.g. thľough community

mental health services, in daytime waľds) to persons suffering

fľom mental disoľders, including children.

This situation means that inpatient psychiatric wards for

childľen and adolescents are over the patient limit arising from

the agreement concluded with Voivodeship Branches of the

National Health Fund and above the numbeľ of available beds.

In consequence' patients aľe put on additional beds (foldouts or

mattresses)' often placed in the corridoľ (due to lack of space in

patient rooms). Daytime waľd also face a difficult situation

ľelated to the insufťrcient number of beds.

c) The insufficient level of financing for child and adolescent

psychiatry: health care entities that have been pľoviding

psychiatľic treatment to children for yeaľs point out that

there is an undeľestimation of health care services in this field.

The valuation of child and adolescent psychiatry services does

not cover actual expenses borne by these entities to supply those

servlces

Issue conceľning preventative vaccinations

The number of parents who do not consent to their child being

given preventative vaccinations is growing. It is estimated that

curľently over 30 thousand childľen in Poland is not vaccinated, despite

vaccinations being mandatory. Reasons for such behaviour ca n vary

(belief that vaccinates contain components that are harmful to the

child's health, disagľeement with "forcing'' parents to take specilrc

actions towards theiľ child, impropeľ approach of medical staff to

parents having doubts ľegarding preventative vaccinations). Different
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educational and legal measuľes should bę taken in regard to each of

these groups of parents.

Self-mutilation, suicide attempts

A laľge group of children and adolescents in Poland exhibit

symptoms that signal mental health disorders (depľessed mood, eating

disorders, hyperactivity, self-mutilation, suicide attempts, difficulties in

contacts with peers, experimenting with psychedelic agents,

maintaining virtual contacts as at least equivalent to personal contacts).

In 2017, in Poland, there were 116 suicide attempts committed by

minors that ended in death.

o sub_item d) ľights to protect the reproductive health of teenageľs and

measures to pľomote a healthy lifestyle:

. The ombudsman believes that it is necessary to legally ensuľe

the possibility of independent access to a gynecologist for a female

patient under 15 years ofage.

. Issue concerning oveľweight and obesity

The number of overweight children and adolescents

and the group of obese childľen in Poland is gľowing at a fast rate.

Theľe has been a cumulation of adveľse factors that facilitate weight

gain (diet mistakes, limited physical activity, change in the habits of

spending free time, economic availability of the so-called junk food).

The ombudsman believes that it is necessary to ensuľe the access of

pregnant women and children to nutľition and diet advice as paľt of

guaranteed health caľe services.

o sub_item e) measures to pľevent drug abuse by childľen:

I poland is combating the issue of legal highs with no success,

similarly to other countries. The cases of poisoning from legal highs

can be the consequence of ineffectively exercising the law or a delayed

reaction and failuľę to subject specific substances to legal control by
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including them on the list of naľcotic dľugs or the list of psychotropic

drugs. The Ombudsman drew the attention of state authorities

(competent Minister of Health) to the issue of updating the list of

narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances as well as the list of new

psychoactive substances. The ombudsman asceľtains that the reaction

of the Ministry of Health to new substances with a pľoven negative

impact on human health being made available on the maľket was too

slow. A specific naľcotic drug is placed on the market and only after

several months added to the list of new psychoactive substances.

item 36 - Information on:

o subjtems 
"' "::":]; ;ffi::ľfi' 

standards of living:

In 2016' the legislator intľoduced a child care benefit as an

element oť family support, aimed to partially cover expenses related to

the satisfaction of living needs and child rearing. Child caľe is, in

principle, an obligation imposed on parents. Without relieving parents

from that obligation, the state supports them in achieving this task. The

provision of aid to families in a difficult material and social situation,

especially large and single-parent families, is an obligation of public

authorities laid down in the Constitution of the Republic of Poland.

Basic law specifies that the aforesaid aid be of a "special" nature, i.e.

must exceed standaľd aid provided to other persons. Thę child care

beneÍit is gľanted foľ the first child and only upon meeting the income

criterion (PLN 800).

The Ombudsman called on state authorities multiple time,

including at the stage of the legislative process, pointing out the

difficult situation of single parents with a single child, who do not

ľeceive a child caľe benefit due to exceeding the income cľiteľion. The

introduction of a child care benefit is aimed to counteract the

demographic decline in Poland, but its main purpose, as indicated in the

justiťrcation to the draft Act on State Aid in Child Rearing, is to pľovide

aid to families raising children. Exceeding the income thĺeshold by
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even a little results in ľefusal to grant the child caľe benefit for the first

child. The paľents of an only child, who do not qualify for the benefit,

in theiľ letters to the ombudsman for Children claim that the income

cľiterion in place is unfair to them and leads to the violation of the

principle of equality.

Non-alimony

Non-alimęntation is a major pľoblem in Poland. Individuals

obligated to beaľ the costs of ľaising their children often do not do so.

Appľoximately l million children do not ľeceive alimony from their

paľents and the debt of those obligated to pay alimony has exceeded

PLN l0 billion. Poland established an alimony fund that pays out

benefits to minors in the event of ineffective enfoľcement of alimony

debt. The income cľiteľion that must be met in order to be gľanted

a beneťrt from the fund is veľy low (PLN 725) and has remained at this

level for the last 10 years. During that time minimum wage has been

increased, which męans that with each passing yeaľ the number

of childľen drawing beneťrts from the fund is declining. The

ombudsman callęd on state authorities multiple times to raise the

income threshold' which would ľesult in gľeateľ access to the benefit

fľom the fund. The ombudsman also dľew attention to the difťrcult

situation of single parents raising childręn, who are automatically

deprived of the alimony benefit (by earning minimum wage they

exceed the income thĺęshold by PLN 40 - 20l8).

r Issue with the secuľing of housing needs

The satisfaction of housing needs of families with children

continues to be a unsolved problem. In ľelation to the absence of housing

availablę to municipalities, children often end up in places that are not

suitable for them. The state should create conditions to secuľe the housing

neęds of parents with children. It is unacceptable for a parent

with a child to end up in a homeless shelter.
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Paľt 8. Education (arts. 28.29.30. and 31)

o ltem 38 - Information on:

o sub-item a) The ľight to education, including professional trainĺng and

t"o:"l:."e 

concerning the introduction of changes to the education

system that do not take the best ĺnterests of the chĺld into account

Poland has been implementing an education system refoľm since

2016. These changes have a bľoad scope and cover the following:

education system (elimination of loweľ secondary schools, extension of

the period of education in primar and secondary schools, establishment

of industry education), coľe curľicula, and many other institutions and

solutions.

In the opinion of the Republic of Poland, any and all changes

concerning the school system should be implemented with gľeat caľe

and at a rate that allows for an in-depth analysis oť the effects oť

proposed solutions. The action of the authorities of the Republic of

Poland to this extent - in the opinion of the Ombudsman - did not

allow to faiľly assess the consequences of pľoposed systemic solutions.

No multi-dimensional studies and expert analyses that would allow to

identifu risk aľeas and effectively pľotect the best inteľests of childľen

against the consequences of changes being introduced have been

carľied out. The protests of many numeľous communities were also

ignored, including opinions expľessed by children _ members of the

Council of Children and Adolescents of the Republic of Poland at the

Ministry of National Education.

In the opinion of the Ombudsman for Children, the

tľansformation of the school system at this ľate may disľupt the

students' sense of security due to the unceľtainty caused by such

profound and not entirely clear changes.

As a result of changes introduced to the education system,

students who started l't and 7th građe of primary school inthe Fall of

2017 were the first years that began their education according to the
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new core cuľriculum foľ geneľal education. At the same time, students

from other yeaľs continue the education cycle staľted in primary and

lower secondaľy schools. This means that in the school year 201912020

students graduating 8th grade of primaľy school and 3'd grade of lower

secondaľy school will both begin their education in secondaľy school

(taking into consideľation their dates of biľth this will mean students

who were bom in 2003,2004 and 2005). In this situation, even with the

best work oľganisation at schools, classes will have to be laľge and

access to dream schools will be difÍicult' This cľeates

a situation of deep inequality in the possibility of exercising the right to

education by students ťľom these yeaľs.

The effects ofthe intľoduced school system ľeform also affected

students in the fiľst grade of lower secondaľy school, who in 2016lŻ017

were not promoted to the second grade.

Starting from the new school year, these students were to

continue their education in the 7th gľade of an 8-gľade primaľy school.

What raised the concem of the ombudsman was the fact that this gľoup

of students was to be subject to the core curriculum adapted to the new,

ľeformed education system that differs from the coľe curriculum they

have been following thus faľ. This means that their knowledge differed

from that of colleagues togetheľ with whom they were to learn starting

from the new school year. In addition, the fact that these students

alľeady received a pľimary school completion certificate and were

pľomoted to the next stage of education was important as well. Moving

them back to the pľevious stage of education will inevitably leave them

with a sense of injustice caused by being demoted to a lower level on

the education path and depľived of the option to continue education at

their chosen school. It is a situation where certain alľeady acquiľed

rights have been lost, which is concerning from the legal point of view

and fľom the perspective of psychosocial development of the child.

This phenomenon may result in a lower level of conťtdence in the

education system as well as authoľities and institutions of the Republic

of Poland exhibited by young people.
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l. How does the Republic of Poland intend to address

the allegation of inequality in exercising the right to

education in regard to students who will hąve

dfficulty with getting into their chosen schools in the

school year 2019/2020?

2. |ĺ/hy were changes to the education system

introduced at such a fast rate that it had to include

students who already started their education?

3. ĺľhat studies and expeľt analyses preceded the

introduction of the education system reform and what

measuľes were taken to protect the best interests of

children?

4. How will the Government address the aĺlegation of
denying the acquired rights of primary school

graduates who were not promoted to the second

gľade of lower secondary school and were forced to

continue their education in primary schooĺ?

lssue conceľning the ľeorganisation or decommissioning of

educational establishments and changes to the network of schools

In ľelation to the education system ľeform, municipalities made

changes to the netwoľk of schools. Due to the rate at which these

ľeforms weľe being implemented, the said changes weľe made

in a hurľy. Local governmęnt authorities did not always sufficiently

take the needs reported by citizens into account. This resulted in

numeľous local conflicts and complaints addressed to various

authorities. The Ombudsman was informed that students were being

transfęrľed to schools located a significant distance from their place of

ľesidence, that there aľe too many students in each class and that

teaching must be carľied out in a two-shift system. The conditions for

the education of children must be subject to incľeased supervision by
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superintendents, whereas conclusions made to this extent must lead to

changes introduced to the network of schools.

In addition' when defining the boľders of school districts

municipal councils must take into consideľation issues ľelated to

ensuring a safe ľoute to school for children (potential obstacles:

expressways' railway tľacks, setting rally points _ often far away fľom

home and neaľ expressways).

Issue concerning insuffĺcĺent access of the child to nursery care

The number of available places in facilities providing care

to the youngest children still ľemains unsatisfactory. only one in thĺee

municipalities has access to a form of care for children undeľ the age of
a
J.

Issue conceľning the need to equalise educational opportunities of

childľen fľom rural areas

The existing barriers in access to education for students fľom

rural areas may be a sign of unequal tľeatment of childľen as regaľds

theiľ right to education. This negative phenomenon is made worse by

the trend to decommision educational establishments in small

municipalities. The situation requires particularly close monitoring of

organisational changes to the education system, including studies

whether they exacerbate inequalities in educational oppoľtunities of

young residents of rural areas.

Issue conceľning the pľomotĺon of equal opportunity to exercise the

ľight to education foľ students wĺth special educational needs

It continues to be necessaľy to raise the effectiveness of

identifying and satisfuing the neęds of students with special educational

needs. Numeľous complaints conceming incoľľect organisation of

education for children that require special forms of education and
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working methods (children with autism, Aspeľgers' ADHD and

behaviouľal disoľders) suggest majoľ shoľtcomings in this area. It is

necessary to equip psychological and educational counselling centres in

modern diagnostic and therapeutic tools as well as to improve the

diagnostic skills of its employees. It is also necessary to develop and

đisseminate the standards of operation for counselling centres as

institutions and foľ specific specialists, so as to harmonise them and

provide equal opportunities to children. It is equally impoľtant to raise

the competencies of teachers in providing assistance to students with

special educational needs. Emphasis must be placed on coopeľation

between schools and counselling centres' So aS to suppoľt teachers and

diagnose any deťrcits and problems that the child may have as early as

possible' and on effective coopeľation with parents. The organisation

of work with a gifted student should be an important challenge for the

school, so as to develop an individual learning rate and extent of that

student's education. School must be a place where child can develop

their talents.

Each school should employ specialists, e.g. a psychologist and

an educational counselor, especially given the fact that state education

policy is oriented towards the introduction of inclusive education. At

the same time, it is necessary to note that there aľe schools which are

still not sufficiently prepared in aľchitectuľal teľms to accept children

with physical disability.

Issue concerning the ĺnadequate organisation of commute to

schools and pľeschools foľ childľen

Education law imposes an obligation to oľganise commute to

schools in specific situations - excessively long distance between the

school and the child's place of residence, and foľ children holding a

decision on special education needs. The inteľpretation of statutory
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obligations imposed on the schools is a majoľ problem. There aľe many

reservations as to the issue of guaranteeing the safety of carľied

children and extended waiting time to start mandatory learning

activities or return home after they end. The issue concerning the

ľeimbursęment of the costs of commune still remains open. Paľents

complain that the pľoposed ľeimbursement of incurred costs is too low

and does not take into consideľation actual expenses. Regulations in

foľce also do not unambiguously define the neaľest school that may

implement the recommendations included in the decision on special

educational needs. Practice showed that applied inteľpretation did not

always have the best inteľests of the child in mind'

Issue concerning the assurance of safeĘ for childľen duľing their

stay on school pľemises

It is necessaľy to ensure the absolute safety of children during

their stay on school pľemises. The inadequate oľganisation of caľe over

children may have dramatic consequences foľ health and life. The

employees of pedagogic supervision units must pay particulaľ attention

to the assurance of adequate care by schools during breaks between

classes and when classes aľe in progress. The occurľence of accidents,

adolescence aga pľoblems and the speciťrc nature of ceľtain schools

inđicate the need to provide medical care to childľen on school

premises on an on-going basis, including to otheľ specialist caľe (e.g. in

the case of aľt schools - access to an orthopaedist or expeľienced

dietician). The specific natuľe of each school requires suppoľt

necessary to achieve good quality of leaming and student development.

Issue concernĺng the assuľance of safeĘ for children during

mandatoly school activities organĺsed outside school premĺses

lt is necessary to ensure the absolute safety of children during

school activities organised outside school premises. The inadequate

organisation of these activities, including child care on the way to
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and from the activity' may have dramatic consequences foľ the health

and life of children. As part of their supervision activities,

Superintendents should pay particular attention to how school

headmasteľs supervise how teacheľS ensure the safety of students on the

way to the school activity and back to school.

Issue concerning insufficient care oveľ children with dĺsabilities

and chľonic illnesses in schools and educational establĺshments

The ombudsman for Children ľeceived ľepoľts conceming

difficulties with the satisfaction of the needs of a child with disabilities

or chľonic illness by pľeschools and schools' Teachers often ľefused to

pľovide assistance to the child (give medications' measure glucose

level, etc.). The problem exists primaľily on the level of obligations

imposed on schools as regards pľoviding care oveľ these students.

School authorities often do not take the needs of these children into

consideration and do not pľepare teachers to handle additional

obligations related to providing assistance to chĺonically ill childľen in

away that would ensuľe their safety and enable them to develop proper

social relations. Meanwhile in many schools and educational

establishments the parents aľe foľced to ensure constant care over the

child attending those establishments.

Issue concerning inadequate nutľition of chĺldren in educational

establishments

The issue stems from the absence of effective educational tools

that could help change childľens' bad nutľitional habits. The

Ombudsman has consistently indicated the need to adapt regulations to

nutľitional noITnS developed by specialists fľom the National Food and

Nutrition Institute. The Ombudsman also pointed out that the special

nutritional needs of children are not taken into consideration in mass

catering services in preschools, schools and educational establishments.
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Issue conceľning peer violence and a guaľantee of safeĘ at school

for childľen

Peeľ violence remains to be a majoľ problem in schools.

Measures taken thus far have not significantly improved the situation.

Studies inđicate a paľticularly high level of peeľ violence in primary

schools. Mediation, although considered to be a constructive dispute

resolution method, supplements applied educational methods and

stimulates social and emotional competencies of students, is not an

eveľyday practice in schools. The ombudsman for Childľen developed

"Standards for peer and school mediation in schools and other

educational establishments''' which pľovide guidance on how to

introduce mediation to schools and how mediation should be conducted

by peer mediators, so that it may serve to protect the well-being of

children engaged in a dispute. The Ombudsman submitted the

afoľementioned standards to the Minister of National Education.

The subjective treatment of the child also means caring foľ his

oľ heľ emotional safety. A child should have ceľtainty that each adult to

whom he oľ she turns foľ help will provide appropriate assistance.

Situations where children face negative consequences of their honest

conversations with teachers and school specialists cannot be allowed.

They do not build propeľ relations based on trust.

Issue concerning insufficient measures taken to pľotect childľen

from suĺcĺde attempts, self_mutilation and rĺsky behavĺour

The ombudsman foľ Childľen, on multiple occassions,

submitted pľoposals conceľning the need to introduce regulations that

would impose an obligation to collect data on suicide attempts and self-

mutilation on educational establishments. The Ombudsman also

pointed out that the preľequisite of efťective pľevention measures'

including measures to prevent death and serious bodily injury in result

of a suicide attempt, is having data on this subject. The Ombudsman for

Childľen indicates that the obligation to diagnosę needs and pľoblems

for the pu{poses of the educational and prevention school programme
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(including to diagnose the needs and problems in a specific school

community), imposed on the school under law'requires having ľeliable

data in order to ensure that planned ęducational and prevention

measures are consistent and adapted to the needs of children.

o sub_ĺtem b) educational goals in relation to the quality of education:

. Issue concerning the quality of teacheľ education as ľegaľds

practical pľepaľation for the job

Based on the experience of the ombudsman foľ Children' it can

be stated that theľe is a need to improve the professional pľeparation of

future teachers to work with childľen. It is necessary to increase the

number of houľs of practical classes for potential teacheľs, allowing

future teachers to develop skills in communicating with children and

paľents, and enabling them to veľify whetheľ they chose the ľight

profession. It is also necessary to develop pedagogical skills in

handling educational situations. The proposal of the Ombudsman to

guaľantee appropriate support to teachers during theiľ first years on the

job and verify his or her pľedispositions and motivation to pursue this

pľofession on a peľiodic bases ľemains valid. It is necessary to raise

professional competencies in the context of special needs of children

holding opinions and decisions from psychological and educational

counselling cęntres. The use of abusive behaviouľs towards childľen

instead of measures to motivate and stimulate theiľ harmonious

development still remains an issue.

Issue conceľning enforcement of disciplinary ľesponsibĺlity of

teachers if the childos best inteľests are violated

Regulations curľently in force gľant the ombudsman for

Childľen the ľight to lodge a complaint regaľding the decision of the

disciplinary ombuđsman foľ teacheľs to discontinue the investigation

procedure and regaľding the decision of the disciplinaľy committee on

refusal to initiate the disciplinary pľoceeduľe. Howeveľ, there continue
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to be no legal ľegulations enabling the aggrieved party (and his oľ hęľ

statutory guaľdians) to participate in the investigation and disciplinary

pľocedure as a paľty. In such case, the possibility of challenging

decisions is very limited, even if the analysis of their content clearly

indicates that the best inteľests of a child might have been violated.

In addition, ľegulations in force state that the disciplinaľy

procedure cannot be initiated after thľee months fľom the date on which

the authoľity undeľ which the disciplinary committee of the first

instance operates becomes awaľe that a heinous act has been

committed. If the disciplinary ombudsman foľ teacheľs does not file a

motion to punish the teacheľ to the disciplinary committee within that

peľiod, it becomes impossible to hold the teacheľ liable to disciplinary

action.

Practice shows that such situations are not isolated cases.

Relatively frequently the Ombudsman for Children is also deprived of

the opportunity to exercise the right to lodge the afoľementioned

complaints when the decision to discontinue the investigation

pľocedure or on the refusal to initiate the disciplinary procedure is

issued on the date diľectly pľeceding the expiry of the thľee-month

period oľ afteľ its expiry. Regulations in foľce do not pľovide for

sanctions to be imposed on bodies that exhibit tardiness in their actions.

A shoľtcoming of regulations in force is also the possibility of

a teacheľ to avoid disciplinary action in a situation when the teacher has

been held functionally liable for the same act under the Polish Labouľ

Code.

In additional, the analysis of case law of disciplinary committees

foľ teachers indicates the absence of uniform jurisprudence and

unfoľtunately a ratheľ fľequent tendency to make lenient rulings in

cases wheľe gross misconduct has been proven (e.g. a repľimand foľ

long-teľm physical and mental abuse of students with disabilities,

a reprimand for the sexual abuse of students). In the opinion of the

ombudsman, situations where the victim is once again exposed oľ even
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subordinate to (e.g. when a subject teacher retuľns to their position) the

perpetratoľ of serious misconduct occur too frequently.

issue concerning the pľactĺcal implementation of regulations on

grading educational achievements of students and informing them

about gľading cľiteria by teacheľs

Regulations conceming education stipulate rules foľ gľading

students, giving them access to their work, informing them about

grading criteľia and preparing _ at their parent's request - rationale foľ

the grade. There still continue to be an issue with the practical

implementation of these regulations by teacheľs. It is paľticularly

visible in regard to gľades in art subjects' physical education classes

and technical classes when the basic criterion when giving a gľade

should be the effort put in by the student to fulfil his oľ her duties

arising fľom the speciťrc nature of these classes. Although giving

negative grades in a subject foľ improper behaviour of the student,

failuľe to complete homework or failure to bring appľopľiate scientific

aid is also a faiľly common pľactice. The completion of homework - in
schools that pľactice this form of knowledge ľetention method - applies

to the fulfillment of duties by the student, rather than masteľing

curriculum content. Theľefore, it seems inappropriate to include the

assessment of failure to make prepaľations to this extent in the grade

foľ educational classes. Issues indicated above should be of particular

interest to superintendents responsible foľ ensuring the compliance of

educational establishments with education law.

Issue concerning the supervision of heads of educational

establĺshments, insufficient evaluation

The heads of educational establishments continue to not always

properly fulfil their duties related to pedagogic supervision over the

work of educators, teachers and specialists. An important - but the

most neglected _ aspect of headmaster's supeľvision is the evaluation

of measures taken by the school to teach, educate and provide care.
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This results in a deteľiorated situation of students, including

as regards safety and benefiting fľom psychological and educational

counselling, and promotes the violation of ethical principles by

teacheľs. The afoľementioned issue should be closely analysed by

supeľintendents.

Issue conceľning penaltĺes that vĺolate the rights of the child

The use of a system of penalties that violate the rights of the

child in educational establishments, e.g. prohibition to paľticipate in

trips (during which curriculum content is thought) or a public

reprimand, continues to be an issue' It is necessaľy to improve

supervision by competent institutions over internal regulations in force

at educational establishments and launch a staff training system that

will change the awareness of teacheľs and improve their knowledge

about human rights.

o c) cultuľal ľĺghts of children of indigeneous oľigin and belonging to

minoľĺty 
"o":"'""';].o.]; 

related to the guaľantee of access to an

appropriate diet for childľen with specĺal nutritional needs

School managęrs do not peľform their duties related to the

guaľantee of access to an appropriate diet (due to cultural oľ ľeligious

ľeasons) given to children with special nutritional needs.

o d) _ educatĺon on human rights and citizenship education:

. Issue concerning the subjective tľeatment of a child at school

The subjective treatment of a child should be visible in all

measuľes taken by the school. Children have the ľight to be heard in all

matteľs that concern them and adults should address their opinions,

vięws and propositions with respect and take them into consideration

wheneveľ possible. The paľticipation of childľen and adolescents in the

functioning of the school develops theiľ democratic values, teaches
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them responsibility foľ their community, builds their self-esteem and,

most impoľtantly, does not destľoy their cľeativity. The fiľst step should

be to involve students in creating ľeal school law - a school charter and

pľinciples oť school self-government.

o e) ľest, leĺsure, recľeation as well as cultuľal and aľtĺstĺc activities (aľt.

31):

. Issue concerning excessive homework load assigned to students

The excessive amounts of homewoľk assigned to students

continue to be an issue. This limits their opportunity to rest, develop

interests, engage in physical activity and negativelly affects the quality

of family and peer relations. It is necessary to introduce changes in the

approach to teaching, in paľticulaľ to improve the effectiveness of

leaming during school classes' impľove the organisation of teacheľ's

work during the lesson and to adapt any additional activities to the

developmental needs and capabilities of children. The implementation

of this tasks falls under the competence of the Ministry of Education,

supeľintendents, and school headmasters.

Issue concernĺng the exercise of the rĺght of children with

disabilitĺes to rest and leisuľe

The paľticipation of children with disabilities in various foľms of

leisure still continues to be too low. During the summer and winteľ

breaks in 2017, thęse children repľesented only 0.76% oť all

participants who attended camps undeľ the supervision of the

ombudsman for Childľen. The ombudsman points out the need to

intensify measures to impľove the access of children with disabilitięs to

leisuľe with theiľ peers.
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Part 9. Special protective measures (aľts. 2Ż,30,3Ż-33,35,36,37 (b)-(d) and 38-40)

o item 40 _ Measuľes taken to pľotect:

o sub-item a) - childľen who aľe outside their country of origin and seek

inteľnational protection, inteľnally displaced children, child migľants and

-'':"::::":::äľTlafions 
ľegaľding access of famĺlies with

children and unaccompanied minoľs to the ľefugee pľocedure

(procedure conceľning application for international protection) at

the border

A major pľoblem identified by the ombudsman for

Childľen oveľ the yeaľs 2016-2018 are iľregulaľities that

occurľed (and may still occuľľ) at the border in regaľd to peľsons

seeking intemational protection' including families with childľen

and unaccompanied minoľs.

Polish internal law (the Act on Foľeign Nationals and the

Act on Gľanting Pľotection to Foľeign Nationals), the Geneva

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, and the

Schengen Bordęrs Code do not leave any doubts that any person

who at the boľder declares the intention to apply to international

pľotection in Poland must be immediately allowed into the

territory of the Republic of Poland. This means that - despite

not meeting general conditions for entry into the Schengen Area

(e.g. due to missing a visa) - foreign nationals who declare the

intention to seek inteľnational pľotection in Poland must be

temporarily (for the duration of the pľocedure for granting them

this kind of protection) allowed to enter the terľitory of the

Republic of Poland.

Foľeign nationals may communicate to Bordeľ Guard

officers theiľ intention to apply foľ international pľotection in the

couľSe of the so-called second-line border control - an intervięw

regarding the purpose of the visit to Poland reasons for leaving

the country of origin.
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In the opinion of the Ombudsman for Children (and the

Ombudsman for Civil Rights as well as numerous Polish and

inteľnational non-goveľnmental organisations)' the right of

foreign nationals (at the boľdeľ of the Republic of Poland theľe

aremost often families with children) to have access to the

ľefugee pľocedure is violated during the sęcond-line border

control, which in turn gives rise to the risk of violating the non-

ľ efoul e me nĺ principle.

obseľvations made by the ombudsman for Children (e.g.

during boľdeľ contľol at the Terespol-Brest border checkpoint)

indicate that many families have received decision on refusal of

entry at thę border of the Republic of Poland for many weeks /

months, despite the ťact that during each attempt foreign

nationals declaľed the intention to seek inteľnational pľotection

in Poland. This was cleaľly indicated by consistent and ľeliable

accounts of numeľous families of foreign nationals who

explicitly and diľectly declaľed to the ľepresentatives of the

ombudsman for Childľen theiľ intention to seek international

protection in Poland, additionally descľibing in detail

repressions they faced in theiľ country of oľigin and the

passivity of Border Guard officers to this type of declaľations.

Nevertheless, these accounts cleaľly contľadicted the

official notes fľom second-line bordeľ control activities prepared

by Boľdeľ Guaľd officers - these documents indicated that

foreign nationals supposedly never mentioned the intention to

seek pľotection against ľepression'

In the opinion of the Ombudsman, a factor that is

conducive to this type of inegularities is the pľesent system of

making records from second-line boľder control activities, i.e.

only in the form of official notes prepaľed by Boľder Guard

ofťtcers, which is not presented to the foreign nationals and

against which they cannot ťrle complaints.
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At present, second-line border contľol activities are not

ľecorded in a report and they are not recorded using audio and

video ľecoľding devices. Meanwhile, an audiovisual recording

of the officeľ interviewing the foreign national in the couľse of

seconđ-line bordeľ control activities would allow to objectively

veľify what declaľataions weľe made by the foreign national,

how the Borded Guard officer understood this declaration (and

whether the officeľ understood it corľectly), and whether the

officeľ responded correctly to the said declaration.

Recording interviews conducted in the course of second-

line bordeľ control activities would, on the one hand, help

pľotect foreign nationals (and theiľ rights), while on the other it

would Serve a preventative function in ľegaľd to Border Guard

officers.

issue concernĺng the legal admĺssibiliĘ of placing families with

children and _ foľ ľetuľn pľoceduľe (pľoceduľe concerning the

obligation to return) purposes only - unaccompanied minoľs aged

15 and oldeľ in guarded centres for foľeĺgn nationals3

The legal admissibility of placing families with children

and - for ľeturn procedure purposes - unaccompanied minoľ

aged 15+ in guaľded centres for foľeign nationals remains a

major issue.

Despite many years of attempts by the Ombudsman for

Children' the Goveľnment did not endorse the position on the

need to introduce the prohibition of administrative detęntion of

children who are foľeign nationals into the Polish legal ordeľ. It

is currently possible to deprive foreign minors of their fľeedom

in relation to pending refugee procedure (foľ a period up to 6

months) or return pľocedure (for a period up to 18 months).

3 Notę H itęm 44 sub-item a) of the Final Notes of the Committee on the Rights of the Child of 2 october 20l5
to thę third and fourth periodic repofts of Poland (CRC/C/POLlcol3-4).
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The Act on Gľanting Protection to Foreign Nationals and

the Act on Foreign Nationals stipulate that altemative measures

(non-isolation measuľes) have priority over detention, but the

analysis of case law leaves consideľable doubts as to whetheľ

this rule has been adopted in practice by Boľdeľ Guard

authorities applying to place families with minors in guarded

centres and by courts ruling on these cases.

Information provided by the Border Guard indicate that

in the peľiod from 2014 to 2017 as many as 1,103 children were

placed in guaľded centľes for foreign nationals. In the opinion of

the Ombudman, this number is so high as to warrant a question

whetheľ Border Guaľd authorities really have the best interests

of the child as their primary consideration - in accordance with

Article 3 of the Convęntion on the Rights of the Child - in each

case when they apply to the couľt for permission to detain

a family with minors.

The Ombudsman invariably takes the view that the

administľative detention of children who are foľeign nationals is

neveľ in their best interest' always violated the rights of minoľs

and even when applied for a very short time may have

a peľmanent effect on the psyche of minors' affecting theiľ

further development.

While the ombudsman appľeciates the signiÍicant

impľovement in infľastľuctural conditions made fľom 2013 to

2018 in guarded centres in which children may be placed

(adaptation of ľooms to the needs of minors, pruchase of new

furniture, construction oť playgrounds as well as leisuľe and

sports areas, etc.), the fact that it is once again admissible to

install bars in windows in rooms occupied by foreign nationals

(2017 - amendment to the regulation on guarded centres and

detention centres for foreign nationals) is a great souľce of

concern foľ the ombudsman.
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This decision is a depaľtuľe fľom provisions adopted in

20|5, which imposed an obligation on the Border Guaľd to

replace window baľs in rooms occupied by foreign nationals

with windows that prevent escape ("buľglar-pľooť'windows) by

the end of 2017. Despite assuľances of the Border Guaľd that the

bars will not be re-installed in centres wheľe they were removed'

the ombudsman takes the stancę that the afoľementioned

amendment weakened the protection of the ľights of children

who are foreign nationals.

Theľe is no doubt that the presence of window bars in

rooms makes them seem like prison cells and may additionally

have a negative impact on the psyche of children who are

staying there.

issue concerning the assuľance of propeľ repľesentation of

unaccompanied foreĺgn minors in the teľľitory of the Republic of

Poland and limited poweľs of the guaľdian ad litem appointed for

the child in the refugee and ľeturn procedure

The assurance of pľoper legal represation of

unaccompanied foreign minoľs in Poland remains a major issue.

In most cases these aľe children who arrive fľom countrięs

where they may be exposed to persecution or serious harm. For

this reason' the Act on Granting Pľotection to Foľeign Nationals

provides for a special institution of guaľdian ad litem to

represent an unaccompanied minor in the refugee pľocedure.

The weakness of this institution, however, is the narrow

Scope of powers granted to the guaľdian. The powers gľanted to

the guardian last foľ the entiľe duration of the proceduľe on

gľanting international protection to the child and allow the

guaľdianto represent the minor only befoeľ the authorities

conducting this pľocedure. In all other cases' e.g. in ľelation

between the child and the school, his or her foster family / foster
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care facility where he or she resides and otehľ authoľities' the

guardian cannot ľepresent the child.

In accoľdance with the position of the Minister of

Justice, theľe are no baľľieľs for the guaľdianship couľt to grant

the guardian such poweľs (beyond the minimum powers set out

in the provisions of the Act on Granting Protection to Foreign

Nationanls), however the Ombudsman does not know of any

cases where such powers weľe granted.

Another issue is the lack of criteľia for appointing and

ľemunerating persons who agreed to be appointed as guardians

ad litem foľ unaccompanied foreign minoľs' The system of

guaľdians ad litem appointed for children who are foreign

nationals is based, in light of the above, on the gratuitous work

oť the representatives of non-governmental organisations acting

on behalf of foreign nationals appointed ad hoc as guaľdians for

minors. This does not allow' howeveľ' to professionalise such an

important task as pľoper and full ľepresentation of childľen who

aľe foreign nationals.

Notably, it is practically impossible to establish legal

guardianship (compľehensive and complete, known from Polish

family law) over unaccompanied minors who are foreign

nationals. This stems fľom the fact that Polish law allows to

issue a decision on the establishment of guardianship only afteľ

parents are deprived of parental authority, which in turn - in the

context of the ľefugee status of children who are foľeign

nationals - is practically impossible.

It would ľequiľe cooperation between the court and

authorities fľom the country of origin and would require

infoľming these authorities and paľents of the minoľ. Not only

would it bę extľemely time-consuming, but would also indirectly

disclose the fact that the child is applying for international

pľotection in Poland' which is prohibited by law.
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o sub-item e) (ĺi) children depľived of their liberty and measuľes taken to

guarantee that any form of arľest or detention of a child will be used as a

means of last ľesoľt and for the shortest possible time, and that other

remedial measures and assistance will be applied immediately (art. 37 (b)-

(d):

r Jhe placement of a minor in a shelteľ foľ minors constitutes de

facto a depľivation of liberty. The ombudsman foľ Childľen on many

occassions remaľked as to the non-compliance of provisions laid down

in the Act on Juvenile Delinquency Proceedings with the Constitution

of the Republic of Poland and the Convention on the Rights of the

Child At present, the Sejm of the Republic of Poland is working on

amendments to the aforementioned Act. The works have incorpoľated

a numbeľ of pľoposals made by the ombudsman'

The Act on Juvenile Delinquency Proceedings should be

additionally supplemented by indicating the maximum period for which

a minoľ can stay in a shelteľ foľ minors, introducing provisions

regulating the stay of a minoľ at a shelter foľ minors during the peľiod

fľom the moment when the couľt of fiľst instance issued the decision to

the moment it became f,tnal, removing the limitation on the ľight of the

minor to a public defender and guaranteeing public defence in

pľovisions conceming adult perpetrators' and expanding alternative

measures of care as alteľnatives to isolation measuręS.
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